Regional Series Chardonnay

2013
Paying homage to the art of regional blending and the philosophy that the sum of the whole
is greater than the individual parts, Lindeman’s Regional Series showcases classic single
varieties from a blend of two complementary regions. These wines capture the best
characters from each region to deliver beautifully balanced and approachable wines that are
particularly expressive of a variety.
The Regional Series is a winemaker’s playground – allowing the talented Lindeman’s team to
improve on the popular varieties and iconic Australian regions they most admire. On first
look, these wines offer the satisfying, familiar characteristics that we have grown to love,
but on deeper inspection you’ll notice they offer something more: a layer of complexity, a
hint of contrast or a subtle highlight.
Lindeman’s Regional Series Hunter Valley and Adelaide Hills Chardonnay captures the
creamy stone-fruit characters of Hunter Valley Chardonnay, balanced by the refined citrus
and green apple flavours of Adelaide Hills to deliver a well-structured and expressive
Chardonnay.
Winemaker Comments Brett Sharpe
Vintage Conditions (Hunter Valley): The 2012- 2013 growing season was one of the driest in
many years and whilst it started slowly, it did arrive unexpectedly early. Our Chardonnay
was picked in advance of the remnants of cyclone Oswald descending on the Hunter Valley
and lashing it with heavy rain for 3 days
Vintage Conditions (Adelaide Hills): Near average rainfall during winter resulted in
adequate soil moisture with mild to warm conditions during spring encouraging ideal canopy
development. Summer was warm and dry and remained so until harvest
Grape Variety: Chardonnay
Maturation: New and seasoned French oak for 9 months
Colour: Green straw
Nose: Yellow and white stone fruits with green apple aromas are complimented by mealy
vanillin French oak and background gun smoke complexity
Palate: This wine is full flavoured with stone fruit richness and apple crisp acidity balanced
by a creamy texture from time on less

Vineyard Region: Hunter Valley (NSW) &
Adelaide Hills (SA)
Harvest Date: March 2013
Wine Analysis: Alc/Vol: 13.5%, Acidity: 5.17g/L,
pH: 3.24

Bottling Date: March 2014
Peak Drinking: Now until 2016

